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9$ŗ Individual Contest Problems 

 

ňŻņK Rules for writing out the solutions 
�ôªŻƌ«ĐÍā°�pĐÍS��ÃŴŅňũþŻĀ{ÉÝÃů�ňũƌĐÍR1Öć�Á�'¨F� 

Do not copy the statements of the problems. Write down your solution on answer sheets. For some problems that need 

explanation, your answers must be well-argumented. Even a perfectly correct answer will be given a low score unless 

accompanied by an explanation. 

 
 

  Problem #1 (6pt)   Jahai 

 
jâŎÃĳĂùœ�þ±ŝiŇþrÇŋ���|ezþjâŎÄXřU<Ľƌś�ő&�ĆJ

þÈń±ŝCdŠƌů�þľ�ďĹ¿&ĦJÀþ�ėY¢�őÌ³�źþqomĐ'�gŻƏ 

There are quite a few basic words that describe the sense of smell in Jahai. Anna goes hiking with her Jiahai 

friend, and asks him to describe the smell of the things on the way. The attached emoji is the emotional reaction 

when he smells. Please answer the following questions according to the map on the next page: 

 
à¡ƏĦşþdŠ�ÁĂ��Źƌ¿�×ñĎþ�×uƌC�Ã9ľ�ďĹ¿ūþƉ&�/LƊ�  

Note: Smells are independent from each other. In addition, one of the emoji(s) is wrong (he pranks).  

 

(1). (2pt) őg (A) ¿f9ŋƑ What is the word for (A) ? 

 
(2). (2pt) {É�|Ė&9ŁæóƁìĭķıþ5ùƌ0Ň�&Á�Ƃ±ŝŞ)żƅþdŠƑľ�]

Īé.Ƒ  If Anna gives him a lunch box filled with sashimi and mushrooms, how would he describe the 

smell? What kind of emoji would it be? 

 

(3).	(2pt) Ì³0þ =ƌé%Ƃ&�»Ê!ÈńþdŠÃČøéž�þľ�Ɖ!ƊƑ   

According to your imagination, why does he have a horrified expression about the smell of certain things 

(!)?  
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ƋƋƋƋ 

ŊƏjâŎ (Jahai) ¿ČpŽ2"ŵŶ�óáþT-Ûjâ¼¥1ôþŎŉƌ�»Q"ŎĒË��

ƍƀÑŎ¼"¸ŪŎ´� 

NOTE: Jahai is one of the Aslian languages, a group of twenty or so languages spoken on the Malayan 

Peninsula by the indigenous people, the Orang Asli.   
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 Problem #2 (14pt) Isbukun Bunun 

 
�ľé�ŜŎWC�¢��¶ġŒ�   

Below are some noun phrases from the Isbukun Bunun language, with their English and Chinese translations. 

 

郡群布農語 Isbukun Bunun 中文 English 

mus`an tu lus`an ÕĊD a ritual 

dadusa tu madaingaz ?9ĤĢ two elders 

mupusan tu hanup ?Õðò two times of hunting 

talciun tu hanian �w three days 

cin`ima tu tuki  ƅŬ five o’clock 

asinuum tu hanian ¾ÅB Saturday 

punpusan tu paisanan ?� two years 

pitu tu babuvanis �ű�Ŕ seven wild boars 

papitu tu isnanavaan �9�ó seven students 

vau tu islunghuan @9¾Å eight weeks 

tanvavau tu mabananaz @9Řpřþõ$ eight men walking together 

un`a`imaan tu maluspingaz  9-přþy$ five women living together 

mapusan han siva tu salvi �P�9Ð} twenty-nine pears 

maciun han nuum tu mitulu �PBA� thirty-six meters 

masipatun han `ima tu taiktaik lP FŬ forty-five minutes 

tatau tu masnanava �9Ģ� three teachers 

 
※ “ ` ” 為促音 
“ ` ” denotes glottal stop. 
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(1).	(5pt)	ő�E�¶/İ¶�	 	 Give the Chinese/English for:  

a. punsipatun tu paisanan  

b. sasiva tu madaingaz  

c. mas`an han dusa tu taiktaik  

d. tanpapitu tu maluspingaz  

e. talpusan tu hanian  

	
(2).	(5pt)	ő�EťĠ�ŜŎ�	 	 Give the Isbukun Bunun for: 

a. B9Ð} a. six pears  

b. ?ű�Ŕ b. two wild boars  

c. �9-přþ�ó c. nine students living together  

d. P@9¾Å d. eighteen weeks  

e.  9ĤĢ e. five elders  

 
(3).	(4pt)	ő�E�ľ�ƌđſŦ)Á�Ƃô�ŜŎľš�	 	 For each of the following, write the Isbukun 

Bunun word that would be used to translate the bolded words: 

a.  分鐘 
a. three minutes  

b.  個男孩 
b. three boys  

c.  年 
c. three years  

d.  星期 
d. thirty weeks  

	
ƋƋƋƋ 

ŊƏťĠ�ŜŎ¿F*pĬèƀ�qOþT-Û�Ŝ¼þºŉ�ƌ$ZēBĲ$ƌ�ŅTŧ+»Q

¬Ě�įĵĚ�ĬÈĚ'WƀŲ��	

NOTE: Isbukun Bunun is a dialect of Bunun, an indigenous group living in mountain areas of Nantou County, 

Hualien County, Taitung County, and Kaohsiung City in Taiwan with estimated population about 60,000.  
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 	 	 Problem	#3	(20pt)	 	 	 Qiang	

	
(1). (14pt) '�¿P�[ĞŎWC�¢���İ¶ġŒ�őà¡ĞŎeCġŒÝÃŨ�přƌĥ

�ƌÃ[ĞŎ¿�Ī�¢J(.ÏġŒþƌY�#ëƌÃÏ�¶/İ¶ġŒêÞ�¢JĞŎ[

}�ő©E�¶þĞŎeġŒþŨ�ŭ6� 

There are thirteen sentences in the Qiang language listed below, along with their English and Mandarin 

translations in arbitrary order. Please pair the Qiang sentences to the corresponding translations. Note that 

there is one Qiang sentence that cannot be matched to any of the translations, and vice versa. That is, there is 

one English/Mandarin translation that cannot be matched to any of the Qiang sentences.     

 

 
ÆŨ�þőpĐÍÔ§XƐPlease mark the unmatchable answer with �X� in the answer slot. 

 
  

�"  Qiang 

a) baʑdʑokou zeka nezi la 

b) baʑdʑokou tsue la 

c) baʑdʑokou me ala zə 

d) ŋa tɕʰaqata χi nedʐi ŋa˞ 

e) ŋa ʑdʑeta ɕedʐu χsila zə˞ 

f) panteta me χsila zə 

g) panteta zeka χsizi zə 

h) panteta χi nedʐi ŋa 

i) pʰota χi adʐi ŋa 

j) tɕʰaqakou po χsidʐi la 

k) tɕʰaqakou bawu χsizi la 

l) tʂuatseta po adʐi ŋa 

m) tʂuatseta kʰue nezi zə 

$

Answer 
�� English 

  �!���� There are three snakes in the bag. 

 ����&� There are two dogs on the table. 

 ������ There is a person on the tree. 

 ������� There are three persons on the stool. 

  �!����� There are three magic staffs in the bag. 

 ������� There is a magic staff on the table. 

 ��!�� There is water in the bucket. 

 �����	��# I have three friends in Chengdu. 

 ��!��&�' There are two rats in the bucket. 

 �����&�' There are three rats on the stool. 

 ������% There are two needles on the stool. 

 �����% There is a needle on the tree. 

 ����%� �� I have two needles on the bag. 
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(2).	(6pt)	 őô²4þ¹~ġŒ�G[}  Translate the following sentences using the additional word. 

 

 

 

1. Î}�Ã�űų/There are three chickens on the bucket. (ų/Chicken = jy) 

 

2. ¤Ã?ÏĘpĿ}ł/I have two threads in the bag. (Ę(ěĕô)/thread (for sewing) = sal) 

 

3. ÜłÃűƁ/ There is a fish in the water. (Ɓ/fish = ʁe) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ƋƋƋƋ 
ŊƏĞŎ�çĶŎĒþĞŎ´ƌp�nl�ă�Ŧē 14Ĳ$1ô��   
NOTE: Qiang is a Sino-Tibetan language cluster of the Qiangic branch spoken by approximately 140,000 
people in north-central Sichuan Province, China. 
 
VģŖ· Reference 
ƃ£Ƈ(2007)�ĴåĞŎąč�Û¼Eíĉ� 
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  Problem	#4 (20pt)   Alutor

 
'�¿ 169Ů÷îŎþNŋWC�¶ġŒ�ŴŅà¡þ¿ƌ9Ů÷îŎþNŋ]ĪÁÃ�\9

ġŒ�pŞŻłƌ{É9Ů÷îŎþNŋÃvČ]ĪþġŒƌ\Ã9ġŒÁŀGE2� 

Below are 16 Alutor verbs with their translation. Note that an Alutor verb can be ambiguous, i.e. it may have 

multiple translations. In this problem, when an Alutor verb is ambiguous, only one translation is shown. (In 

this problem, you = you(sg.), while y’all = you(pl.)) 

 

Alutor �¶ English 

qətivlaɣətki ôÒ}§&ƎzƈƉ�?9$ŏŌƊ	 Beat him/her with a stick! (addressing 
two people)	

nantivlamək ôÒ}§¤:8ƈƉ�9$ŏŌƊ	 Beat us two with a stick! (addressing 
one person)	

natativlaŋmək 0:8�ÁôÒ}§¤:8	 You two will beat us two with a stick	

nantivlalamək &:¢ōôÒ}§¤:	 They should beat us with a stick	

tativlalaŋətki 0:�ÁôÒ}§&Ǝz	 Y'all will beat him/her with a stick	

natativlaŋən &:8�ÁôÒ}§&Ǝz	 They two will beat him/her with a stick	

qətivlaɣən ôÒ}§&ƎzƈƉ�9$ŏŌƊ	 Beat him/her with a stick! (addressing 
one person)	

natativlaŋnaw &:�ÁôÒ}§&:	 They will beat them with a stick	

mətivlalatək ¤ ŅôÒ}§0:	 I would like to beat y'all with a stick	

qətivlaɣənat ôÒ}§&:8ƈƉ�9$ŏŌƊ	 Beat them two with a stick! (addressing 
one person)	

tətativlaŋən ¤�ÁôÒ}§&Ǝz	 I will beat him/her with a stick	
nativlalamək 0ôÒ}§¤:	 You beat us with a stick	
tivlalatki 0:8ôÒ}§&:	 You two beat them with a stick	
nantivlalamək ôÒ}§¤:ƈƉ��9'�þ$ŏŌƊ	 Beat us with a stick! (addressing 3 or 

more people)	
tivlatki 0:8ôÒ}§&:8	 You two beat them two with a stick	
qətivlalaɣətki ôÒ}§&ƎzƈƉ��9'�þ$ŏ

ŌƊ 
Beat him/her with a stick! (addressing 3 
or more people) 
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(1).	(20pt)	��¶ġŒ£Ů÷îŎ�C�?ŻþĐÍÁĂa�ƉÙŻ 2.5FƊ	

   Translate from English into Alutor. Two of the answers should be identical. (2.5 pts each) 

	

	

1. &:ôÒ}§&Ǝz  They beat him/her with a stick 

2. ¤ ŅôÒ}§&:8  I would like to beat them two with a stick 

3. &:8�ÁôÒ}§¤:  They two will beat us with a stick 

4. 0ôÒ}§&:8  You beat them two with a stick 

5. &:8¢ōôÒ}§&:  They two should beat them with a stick 

6. ôÒ}§&:ƈƉ�?9$ŏŌƊ  Beat them with a stick! (addressing two people) 

7. 0:8�ÁôÒ}§&:8  You two will beat them two with a stick 

8. 0:8�ÁôÒ}§¤:  You two will beat us with a stick 

 

 
 

 

 

 
ƋƋƋƋ 

ŊƏŮ÷îŎ�»Óċxƍs�MŎĒ�p7Ĝ¸ħŤs�MţúOƌēÃ25+Ģ$1ôōŎŉ�  

ə¿ØŸ�ŋ�ɣ¿}Ÿ� 

NOTE: Alutor belongs to Chukotko-Kamchatkan family. It is spoken by about 25 elderlies in Kamchatka Krai, 

Russia Federation. 

ə is a vowel. ŋ, ɣ are consonants. 

 
VģŖ·  Reference 

Kibrik, Aleksandr E. and Kodzasov, Sandro V. and Muravyova, Irina A. 2004. Language and folklore of the 

Alutor people. 
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  Problem #5 (20pt)  C’Lela C’Lela   

 
��é@[ C’Lela Ŏþ[}'WC�¶ġŒƏ  

Below are eight sentences in C’Lela, with their English translations:  
	
C’Lela �¶ English 
ɔ́mɘ̀n ʧípá távòg ʧʷèʧɘ́n gʲɔ̀zá �tþïƉŃµƊ�ÁŚŘ

ĔĮþļ}ƉŃµƊ 
The strong dogs will drive the red 
scorpions away. 

ɔ́m pùsú ùvòg dɛ̀kɛ́ ýĮþï¢ōŚŘûŔ The white dog should drive the 
warthog away. 

kɘ́ʧɘ̀n rímá táhɛ̀n ɔ́mnɔ̀ ƄĮþųƉŃµƊ�ÁĄJ

ïƉŃµƊ 
The black chickens will see the 
dogs. 

kɘ́ʧ sʷɛ̀pó ùhɛ̀n bɔ́mnɔ̂ vÚþų¢ōĄJƆīkĻ

ƉŃµƊ 
The hairy chicken should see the 
puff adders. 

dɛ̀k gʲɔ́zó ùhɛ́nk kɘ́ʧnì ĔĮþûŔĄJ�ųƉŃ

µƊ 
The red warthog has seen the 
chickens. 

bɔ́m rìmú ùsìp sìbɘ̀ ƄĮþƆīkĻ¢ō®-3

ğ 
The black puff adder should seize 
the Gambian oribi. 

dɛ̀kɘ́n hàwá àhɛ̀n sìbnɘ̀ ŕ�þûŔƉŃµƊ¢ōĄ

J3ğƉŃµƊ 
The greedy warthogs should see 
the Gambian oribis. 

sìbɘ̀n púsá àvógk ʧʷèʧnê ýĮþ3ğƉŃµƊŚŘ�

ļ}ƉŃµƊ 
The white Gambian oribis have 
driven the scorpions away. 

 

 

(1). (20pt). ��þ[}ġŒ£ C’LelaŎƏƉÙ[ 2.5FƊ	

	 	 	 	 Translate the sentences into C’Lela: (2.5 pts per sentence) 

	

1.	 ĔĮþļ}ƉŃµƊ�ÁĄJ3ğ	  The red scorpions will see the Gambian oribi.	

2.	 ŕ�þûŔ¢ōŚŘï  The greedy warthog should drive the dog away.	

3.	 �tþ3ğ�Á®-ûŔƉŃµƊ	 	 The strong Gambian oribi will seize the warthogs.	
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4.	 ýĮþƆīkĻƉŃµƊ®-�vÚþųƉŃµƊ	 	 The white puff adders have seized the 

hairy chickens. 

��¿!¹h~Ə	 Here are some new words:	

C’Lela -bìp- -ʧàs- gɛ́nɛ̀ déré màdé 

�¶ ĩþ �ãþ Ɓ ğĝ ŷĺ 

English fat clean fish antelope frog 

	

5.	 ĩþŷĺ�ÁĄJƁƉŃµƊ	 	 The fat frog will see the fish(pl.).	

6.	 �ãþŷĺƉŃµƊ¢ō®-ğĝ	 	 The clean frogs should seize the antelope.	

7.	 �ãþğĝ¢ōĄJŷĺƉŃµƊ	 	 The clean antelope should see the frogs.	

8.	 ĩþƁƉŃµƊŚŘ��ãþğĝƉŃµƊ	 	 The fat fish(pl.) have driven the clean antelopes 

away. 

 

 
ƋƋƋƋ 

C’Lela 1 	 3 0

NOTE: C’Lela belongs to the Kainji branch of the Niger-Congo family. It is spoken by est. 136,000 people in 

northwestern Nigeria. 

 
üŸƏʧ =¿��	 ɛ,	e,	ɔ,	o FI=¿
���	���ɘ =¿�Ŗ�þØŸ�	 ʷ e	 ʲ ľĈÕŅüŸ

Ŧ+�	 ˊ,	ˋ,	ˆ FIľĈƀ�,��ŰĨŐ� 

Pronunciation guide: ʧ is like ‘ch’ in ‘cheap’. ɛ, e, ɔ, o are like the vowels in ‘bet’, ‘day’, ‘straw’, ‘goat’ 

respectively. ɘ is like ‘e’ in ‘roses’. ʷ and ʲ denote secondary articulation. ˊ, ˋ, ˆ mean high tone, low tone, 

falling tone respectively. 

 


� 3 6

A puff adder is a type of venomous snake. Gambian oribi is a small antelope found in Africa. 

 

  Reference 

 Dettweiler, Stephen. C'Lela Grammar Portrait. SIL Nigeria, 2015. 

 C’Lela dictionary: http://blog.rowbory.co.uk/linguistics/clela-dictionary/ 
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  Problem #6 (20pt) Burmese loanwords   

	
'�þ�¯¿!ęö¶��İ¶;2þhŋƌ�'ę¶¶~�£ƌ_¯K¿Ş!hŋþİ¶ŋäƌ

?¯ÿ'��¯GƏ	

Here are some words in Burmese that were loaned from English written in the Burmese script, as well as the 

English words they were loaned from, both in arbitrary order: 
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(1). (12pt) �¢��  Determine the correspondences. 

 
(2). (2pt) ���Ghŋ�¢þİ¶�  Write down its English counterparts. 

 
(3). (6pt) ���Ghŋ�¢þęö¶�  Write down its Burmese counterparts. 

1. videoƉ�ìƊ 

2. PolandƉßĸƊ 

3. guitarƉ`&Ɗ 

4. JohnnyƉ��Ɗ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ƋƋƋƋ 

ŊƏNetherlandsþİ¶üŸé/ˈnɛð(ə/ɚ)ləndz/ƌEgyptþİ¶üŸé/ˈiː.dʒɪpt/ 

ŊƏęö¶�»ĶŎĒĶęŎ¼þ9ŎŉƌpęöWCcţn�ēÃ1ô$µ 4300Ĳb� 

NOTE: Burmese is a language belonging to the Sino-Tibetan language family under the Lolo-Burmese 

branch. It is spoken by around 43 million people in Myanmar and its surrounding countries. 


